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Glossary

Agency relationship  The relationship between an agent and a principal. Classically in health care, the role of a physician or other health professional in determining the patient's (or other client's) best interest and acting in a fashion consistent with it. The patient or client is the principal and the professional is the agent. More generally, the agent is anyone acting on behalf of a principal, usually because of asymmetry of information. In health care, other examples include health managers acting as agents for their principals such as owners of firms or ministers, regulators as agents for politically accountable ministers, ministers as agents for the electorate. In health care, the situation can become even more complicated by virtue of the facts, first, that the professional thereby has an important role in determining the demand for a service as well as its supply and, second, that doctors are expected (in many systems) to act not only for the 'patient' but also for 'society' in the form, say, of other patients or of an organization with wider societal responsibilities (like a managed health care organization), or taxpayers, or all potential patients. There can be much ambiguity, as in seeking to understand the agency relationships in overseas aid giving and management, and as in establishing the extent to which formal contracts can enhance efficiency.

Incentive contracts  The contracts between insurers or other third party payers and the providers of health care that embody incentives and penalties (both usually financial) for failing to meet particular conditions.

Yardstick competition  An industrial regulatory procedure under which the regulated price is set at the average of the estimated marginal costs of the firms in the industry.

Zeckhauser's dilemma  A problem with incentive contracts when those who are incentivized to behave in particular ways cannot fully control the consequences of their actions. They then require compensation in some form to offset this increase in the risk they face of failure, which raises the cost of the contract relative to the benefits anticipated by the principal.

Introduction

Health care purchasers and regulators often make comparisons between providers on indicators of quality. In this article the rationale for such comparisons is described, the options for this form of monitoring are considered and how this type of evaluation has evolved over time is outlined. Then, using a recent example of a quality program that links financial rewards to comparative performance in the UK, the key issues with this kind of performance evaluation are highlighted.

Principal–Agent Problems

The health care sector is characterized by a series of agency relationships. Patients delegate decision-making to doctors and payers give responsibility for supplying health care to providers. This delegation of decision-making or provision would be unproblematic if there was symmetric information and identical objectives were shared between the parties. In reality, two general problems are suggested by the principal–agent analysis. First, the task itself (i.e., delivering health care) is only partially observable or verifiable. This is called the moral hazard or hidden action problem. Second, the agent’s capabilities are unknown to the principal but are known to the agent before the parties enter into the contract. This may adversely affect the principal’s payoff and is called the adverse selection or hidden information problem.

The solution adopted in practice is to use a set of performance indicators to measure the output of the agent. However, this is only a partial solution because the information problems persist when the correlation between such indicators and the agent’s effort is noisy and determined by a random component that often varies across agents. The extent to which the agent is in control of such variation is also unknown to the principal. The principal must therefore design a contract or system of incentives that elicits a second-best outcome from the agent.

Problems with Incentive Contracts in Healthcare

It is often claimed that the design of incentive contracts is more difficult in the health care sector than in other sectors. This is particularly the case when the principal's problem of ensuring that the agent delivers a high quality service is considered. There are five problems that are germane:

1. One of the best known concerns about incentive contracts is the trade-off between incentives and risk (so-called Zeckhauser’s dilemma). Theoretically, incentive contracts impose a risk on agents and risk-averse agents will require a higher mean level of compensation. This premium will increase with the riskiness of the environment. Although empirical research has not found convincing evidence that higher incentives are given in riskier environments, health care providers provide an uncertain output (the well-being of the patient) which is only partially dependent on their actions.

2. When multiple actions are substitutes, incentive schemes may cause diversion of effort. For instance, an incentive
scheme focused on observable indicators will induce health care providers to game the system and reduce their effort on unobservable dimensions.
3. Because patients differ in their expected health outcomes and the agent has more information on the expected health outcomes than the principal, the agent may engage in ‘cherry-picking’ of patients, providing care only to patients at low risk of adverse outcomes.
4. As health care provision often requires input from more than one agent, the aggregation of agents into groups (for example, hospital teams) for incentive contracts creates externalities. These externalities may be positive (through monitoring of effort by close peers) or negative (caused by free-riding on others’ efforts).
5. Health care providers have a social role and are trained to adopt professional ethics. Their utility functions are typically assumed to contain an altruism component that values the benefits to their patients. Incentives have the danger of crowding-out this intrinsic motivation.

**Information on Quality**

Quality assessment in health care is bedeviled with measurement problems. The measurement of output, or more strictly the agent’s effort in producing output, is particularly difficult. Quality can be measured in terms of the quality of inputs, processes, or outcomes. Input quality measurement, for example, would involve assessing the capabilities and training of the labor force, the standard of the capital facilities and equipment, and the input mix. Such an approach is often taken by health care regulators seeking to maintain a register of qualified providers. Process quality measurement, however, would involve assessing whether agents are performing actions that are most likely to generate good quality outputs. In health care, this might involve assessing whether providers are adhering to best-practice guidelines and offering patients effective treatment regimes. Finally, quality output measurement would focus on the benefits that have been achieved for patients, regardless of how they have been achieved. Such benefits should include gains in survival and quality of life and increasingly capture patients’ experience of using health care services.

The difficulty for the principal is to know which type of quality measurement offers the most accurate information on the agents’ efforts. Quality inputs are a necessary but not sufficient condition for quality outputs. When assessing the quality of processes, principals are frequently forced to rely on agents’ reports of their processes. These may be deliberately misrepresented, or may be applied to the least-costly patients who may be less likely to gain substantial benefits.

The main problem with direct measurement of the quality of the agent’s outputs is that these are noisy signals of their effort because patient outcomes reflect historical events, the patient’s own actions, and the actions of other agencies. These are largely unobservable and contain a substantial random element.

For these reasons, principals often adopt a portfolio of quality indicators across each of these levels. This reduces, but does not eliminate, the problems with each of the individual indicators. However, it generates new problems of how the agent’s performance on each indicator should be aggregated to form an overall signal of their effort.

**Comparative Performance Evaluation**

Broadly speaking, incentive contracts can be classified into two types of performance measurements: (1) absolute and (2) comparative performance. Under absolute performance, the agent is set standards on performance measures that must be achieved, for example, 80% compliance with a care guideline. Under a comparative performance scheme, the agent’s performance is benchmarked against a relative standard.

The relative standard in comparative performance evaluation can be set on two dimensions: time and reference group. The time dimension of comparative performance can be implemented in a static or in a dynamic setting (i.e., current or historical performance). The reference group dimension of comparative performance can be implemented across groups of agents within or between health care organizations. Although dynamic comparative performance may or may not be implemented across reference groups, static comparative performance is always relative to a reference group.

To set an absolute performance standard, the principal needs to have good information on the effort that the agent will need to make to reach that standard. Setting a relative standard based on the agent’s own historical performance ensures that the agent improves quality (and thereby increases effort) period-on-period but can fall foul of secular trends and does not seek to induce equal effort across agents. Use of a static reference group benchmark isolates performance measurement from (common) secular trends, but relies on choice of an appropriate reference group and places the agent at higher risk.

If the reference group approach is selected, comparative evaluation can involve two broad types of comparisons against the other agents. It can involve comparison to the average (which is called benchmarking) or it can involve the construction of league tables (known as a rank-order tournament in the sport sector).

**Benchmarking versus Rank-Order Tournaments**

The primary purpose of relative performance evaluation is to mitigate the principal’s imperfect information. However, comparative performance evaluation has a ‘yardstick competition’ effect as well as an information effect. Because rank-order tournaments will increase competition more than benchmarking, the latter is a lower-powered incentive whereas the former provides sharper incentives. Previous research has shown that wider variation in levels of performance will be induced by rank-order tournaments. The risk of such tournament-based incentives is that contestants who think they have little chance to earn a prize are not motivated by the scheme and wider variations in performance are created.
Comparative performance evaluation is optimal only when all agents face common challenges. When this is the case, the performance of one agent allows the principal to infer information about another agent’s performance. However, if worse health conditions adversely affect performance and these are concentrated in specific areas, then these factors should be filtered out by comparing providers within the same area. However, an agent’s rank-order within an area contains less information on the performance of an individual agent and will not generally represent an efficient use of information. Instead, aggregate measures like averages of similar organizations are more efficient because they provide sufficient information about common challenges.

Benchmarking is able to reduce the ‘feedback’ and the ‘ratchet’ effects of the reward mechanism. Feedback occurs whenever one agent’s action affects the incentive scheme and thus changes the agent’s own reward as well as the reward for other agents. As the number of agents affecting the overall standard is higher under benchmarking, the feedback effect will be lower than in the case of rank-order tournaments. The ratchet effect is in essence the dynamic counterpart of the feedback effect. Good agents may be better off by hiding or misreporting their ‘true’ performance for fear that the principal may raise the current target on the basis of past performance. Unless collusion between agents occurs, this gaming is mitigated by benchmarking.

More fundamentally, any judgment on which type of relative performance evaluation is most effective depends on the goals the principal is trying to achieve. The principal may be primarily concerned with maximizing efficiency or with minimizing inequity. If the principal is mainly concerned with increasing the efficiency of health care provision then they will seek to use comparative performance evaluation to increase the average level of performance and will likely adopt a rank-order tournament. Alternatively, the principal may be motivated by the distribution of agents’ performance levels as they care most about equity of health care provision. In this case, they will seek to use comparative performance evaluation to close the gap between outstanding and poorly performing health care providers. In this case, the principal may be reluctant to use rank-order tournaments as this may increase the gap in performance between agents at the top and the bottom of the league.

**The Development of Comparative Performance Evaluation**

Comparative performance evaluation began as an informal exercise in the private sector and became more structured in the late 1970s in response to Japanese competition in the copier market. It typically took the form of rank-order tournaments as the extent of market competition was high.

More recently, benchmarking has been used in the public sector. For example, from April 1996 the Cabinet Office and HM Revenue and Customs in the UK have run a project, the Public Sector Benchmarking Service, to promote benchmarking and the exchange of good practice in the public sector.

**Box 1 Definitions of benchmarking**

The Public Sector Benchmarking Service defines benchmarking as: ‘Improving ourselves by learning from others.’

The Cabinet Office calls benchmarking: ‘The process of comparing practices and performance levels between organizations (or divisions) to gain new insights and to identify opportunities for making continuous improvements.’

The European Benchmarking Code of Conduct states that: ‘Benchmarking is simply about making comparisons with other organizations and then learning the lessons that those comparisons throw up’.

Xerox, a pioneer of private sector benchmarking in the copier market says that it is: ‘The continuous process of measuring products, services and practices against the toughest competitors or those companies recognized as industry leaders.’
and provides a good example of the limitations of using financial incentives linked to comparative performance evaluation. This scheme is described in the next section.

The Advancing Quality Program

The Advancing Quality (AQ) program was launched in October 2008 for 24 acute hospital trusts in the North West of England. Trust performance is summarized by an aggregate measure of quality – the composite quality score – within each of five clinical domains. The five incentivized clinical conditions are acute myocardial infarction, coronary artery bypass graft surgery, hip and knee replacements, heart failure, and pneumonia. The composite quality scores are derived by equally weighing achievement on a range of quality metrics which include process and outcome measures. Table 1 lists the quality metrics used in AQ.

Table 1  Quality measures used in the advancing quality program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patients with acute myocardial infarction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aspirin at arrival</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspirin prescribed at discharge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACEI or ARB for LVSD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult smoking cessation advice/counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta blocker prescribed at discharge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta blocker at arrival</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibrinolytic therapy received within 30 min of hospital arrival</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary PCI received within 90 min of hospital arrival</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized survival index</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Patients with heart failure               |
| Evaluation of left ventricular function   |
| ACEI or ARB for LVSD                      |
| Discharge instructions                    |
| Adult smoking cessation advice/counseling|

| Patients receiving coronary artery bypass grafting |
| Aspirin prescribed discharge                |
| Prophylactic antibiotic received within 1 h before surgical incision |
| Prophylactic antibiotic selection for surgical patients |
| Prophylactic antibiotics discontinued within 48 h after surgery end time |

| Patients receiving hip and knee replacements |
| Prophylactic antibiotic received within 1 h before surgical incision |
| Prophylactic antibiotic selection for surgical patients |
| Prophylactic antibiotics discontinued within 48 h after surgery end time |
| Recommended venous thromboembolism prophylaxis ordered |
| Received appropriate venous thromboembolism prophylaxis within 24 h of surgery |
| Readmission avoidance rate – 28 days post discharge |

| Patients with pneumonia |
| Oxygenation assessment   |
| Initial antibiotic selection for immunocompetent patients |
| Blood culture performed in A&E before initial antibiotics received in hospital |
| Initial antibiotic received within 6 h of hospital arrival |
| Adult smoking cessation advice/counseling |

The AQ scheme is similar to the Hospital Quality Incentive Demonstration (HQID) in the US. Both schemes started as pure rank-order tournament systems. At the end of the first year, hospitals in the top quartile received a bonus payment equal to 4% of the revenue they received under the national tariff for the associated activity. For trusts in the second quartile, the bonus was 2% of the revenue. For the next two quarters, the reward system changed to the same structure that was adopted by HQID after 4 years; bonuses were earned by all hospitals performing above the median score from the previous year and hospitals could earn additional bonuses for improving their performance or achieving top or second quartile performance. There was no threat of penalties for the poorest performers at any stage.

Evidence from HQID and AQ initiatives suggests that providers quickly converge to similar values on the process metrics and differences in performance must be measured at a very high level of precision to discriminate among providers. In addition, on some of the process measures most providers scored (close to) maximum scores. Because of the small variability in the measures and these ceiling effects, the schemes end up rewarding trusts based on small differences in performance.

Under the HQID and AQ scoring mechanisms, all of the targeted indicators are given equal weight regardless of their underlying difficulty. Thus, the quality score methodology involves a risk that providers will divert effort away from more difficult tasks toward easier tasks. However, despite the clear incentive to do so, research from the US suggests no consistent evidence that providers engaged in such behavior.

From the perspective of public health and policy making, the more important question, however, is whether health outcomes have changed as a result of the introduction of HQID and AQ initiatives. Here, the US and UK experiences are contradictory. A comprehensive US study found no evidence that HQID had affected patient mortality or costs. The first evidence from the UK shows that the introduction of AQ initiative was associated with a clinically significant reduction in mortality.

In both countries, studies have found weak links between process measures and patient mortality and ruled out causal effects on the health outcome. This appears to show that improved performance on the process measures alone could not explain the association with reduced mortality in the North West.

The critical questions now are how and why AQ scheme was associated with robustly estimated mortality reductions when similar studies have found little evidence of an effect of process metrics on patient outcome.

The qualitative evaluation of the AQ scheme found that participating hospitals adopted a range of quality improvement strategies in response to the program. These included employing specialist nurses and developing new and/or improved data collection systems linked to regular feedback of performance to participating clinical teams.

Compared to HQID, the larger size and greater probability of earning bonuses in AQ may explain why hospitals made such substantial investments. The largest bonuses were 4% in AQ compared to 2% in HQID and the proportion of hospitals
earning the highest bonuses was 25% in AQ compared to 10% in HQID.

In addition, the participation process may be important. To participate in HQID, hospitals had to (1) be subscribers to Premier’s quality-benchmarking database, (2) agree to participate, and (3) not withdraw from the scheme within 30 days of the results being announced. The 255 hospitals that participated represented just 5% of the total 4691 acute care hospitals across the US. In contrast, the English scheme was a regional initiative with participation of all NHS hospitals in the region. This eliminated the possibility of participation by a self-selected group that might already consist of high performers or be more motivated to improve. Further experiments would be required to identify whether pay for performance schemes are more effective when participation is mandatory or targeted at poor performers.

Despite the ‘tournament’ style of the program, staff from all AQ participating hospitals met face-to-face at regular intervals to share problems and learning, particularly in relation to pneumonia and heart failure, where compliance with clinical pathways presented particular challenges and where the largest mortality rate reduction can be found. Similar shared learning events were run as ‘webinars’ for HQID. The face to face communication, regional focus, and smaller size of the scheme in England may have made interaction at these events more productive.

The fact that a scheme that appeared similar to a US initiative was associated with different results in England reinforces the message from the rest of the literature that details of the implementation of incentive schemes and the context in which they are introduced have an important bearing on their effects.

Concluding Remarks

To summarize, the asymmetry of information between the principal and the agent is particularly acute in the case of information on quality. Principals design incentive contracts under these circumstances to induce agents to increase their effort. One way in which principals can retrieve information on the efforts being made by agents is through comparisons of performance across time and/or across agents. Such comparative performance evaluation can involve comparison to own historical achievements or a reference group’s achievements. The principal can benchmark agents to the average or create a rank-order tournament.

Although both types of comparative performance evaluation can improve efficiency by reducing the principal’s information problem, rank-order tournaments are more likely to increase the gap between performance at the top and the bottom of the league. Benchmarking minimizes feedback and ratchet effects, but it can also weaken competition between agents. Ultimately, the choice between benchmarking and rank-order tournaments depends on the objectives of the principal.

In practice, comparative performance evaluation for improving quality was used quite widely and with little controversy when it appealed only to intrinsic motivation. Linkage of comparative performance evaluation to financial rewards, however, has led to a sharper focus on its limitations. In this regard, the experiences with the HQID and AQ initiatives display many of the conundrums of using comparative performance evaluation. There is a great deal of uncertainty over, and little empirical evidence to support, the choice of comparator. The frequently adopted strategy of using a portfolio of indicators leads to problems of appropriately weighing the calculation of overall performance to avoid re-prioritization of effort. Finally, incentivization of improvements in the quality of processes reported by agents does not in itself lead to outcome improvements.

Overall, the evidence base on the effects of comparative performance evaluation is weak. Although there has been a great deal of (well-intentioned) experimentation, these initiatives have been adapted too frequently and have not been rigorously evaluated. Ultimately, the main challenges for principals considering the use of comparative performance evaluation are how to measure hospital quality, how to identify similar agents to make accurate comparisons, whether to appeal to extrinsic or intrinsic motivation, and how to devise and implement the pay-for-performance initiative given the context in which it is introduced.

See also: Competition on the Hospital Sector. Heterogeneity of Hospitals. Markets in Health Care. Pay-for-Performance Incentives in Low- and Middle-Income Country Health Programs
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